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Section 3: Desire to know Brahman 

 

This section begins with a half line that is exactly the same as the first sūtra of the 

Brahmasūtras. The Brahmasūtras, also known as Vedānta Sūtras, are considered the logical 

starting point of the Vedānta philosophy. In ancient times the founder of a new religious or 

philosophical school was expected to write a commentary on the Brahma Sutras before his 

views would be given serious consideration. Narahari hasn’t written a commentary on the 

Brahmasūtras but this opening sutra in Section 3 acknowledges its primacy. 

 

This sūtra says, ‘Now therefore a desire for the knowledge of brahman’. The ‘now’ indicates 

that the enquiry into brahman depends upon some antecedent condition. The previous 

sections in Bodhasāra are ‘Praise of Guru’ and ‘Discernment of student’. So within the 

context of Bodhasāra, guru, student and the rise of discernment, are the pre-requisitres for the 

desire to know brahman.  

 

As in the Brahmasūtras, this section sets out the direction that Narahari’s work will take. 

Firstly brahman is defined, using examples from the scriptures. Incidental and intrinsic 

definitions for brahman are recalled from the Upani4ads. Incidental definitions are indirect 

indicators used to identify qualities of the indescribable brahman. Intrinsic definitions name 

the essential nature. Both are identified through the ordinary impressions of life.    

 

Having defined brahman, Narahari explains that he will examine the spiritual compass of 

worldly life. If brahman is to be known then all this must be known. These are his 52 

sections, or postcards. He presents external spiritual practice, then internal spiritual practice. 

The earlier Sections are about such things as dharma, yoga and daily practises. The latter 

sections are meditations; such as fifty verses on the one free from attributes, six verses on 

stone, five verses on the light of knowledge, the roaring of the wise elephant, one hundred 

prattlings of the intoxicated. 

 

With the seed of knowledge implanted in the student, discernment on the rise and the 

definition of brahman understood, Narahari shows how brahman can be directly known 

though worldly life.  He takes us on a tour of his own life to show how.  

 


